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Abstract. In this article, we present a flexible simulation environment for em-

bedded real-time software refinement by a mixed level cosimulation. For this,

we combine the native speed of an abstract real-time operating system (RTOS)

model in SystemC with dynamic binary translation for fast Instruction Set Sim-

ulation (ISS) by QEMU. In order to support stepwise RTOS software refinement

from system level to the target software, each task can be separately migrated

between the native execution and the ISS. By adapting the dynamic binary trans-

lation approach to an efficient but yet very accurate synchronization scheme the

overhead of QEMU user mode execution is only factor two compared to native

SystemC. Furthermore, the simulation speed increases almost linearly according

to the utilization of the task set abstracted by the native execution. Hereby, the

simulation time can be considerably reduced by cosimulating just a subset of

tasks on QEMU.

1 Introduction

The introduction of RTOS models raised the level of software-aware abstraction to true

electronic system level designs. Today, real-time properties of even very complex de-

signs with several CPUs can be verified efficiently. For this, RTOS models typically

wrap the native execution of functionally segmented C code in a system level design

language like SystemC[1] or SpecC[8]. Hereby, RTOS services are provided by means

of an application programming interface (API) and task synchronization is achieved

by implementing dedicated real-time scheduling policies. For timing analysis and es-

timation, software is partitioned into segments which are back annotated by timing

information.

For this, the execution time of software tasks, functions, and basic blocks, i.e., linear

code segments followed by a branch instruction, is either measured on the target CPU

or retrieved from a static timing analysis. Sometimes, the timing information for the

functional segments is not available as due to intellectual property protection the C code

is not accessible. Then, an abstract RTOS simulation which requires the partitioning and

annotation of the code cannot be applied. In such a case, the application software and

RTOS has to be completely simulated by an Instruction Set Simulator (ISS). Since an

ISS usually comes with a slow execution speed, it is not possible to efficiently perform

detailed analysis.

Therefore, we developed a new approach to combine the benefit of the ISS with the

speed of the RTOS abstraction. Our approach applies a clear separation of the software
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and the operating system along the natural interface of system calls and to clearly dis-

tinguish application software from the operating and its services. Application software

typically runs in user space with unprivileged user mode access. Only through system

calls the software can get kernel mode access to the kernel space. In contrast, system

services and drivers have to run in kernel space for kernel mode access for the execution

of privileged instructions for full access to the hardware.

To reach a high simulation speed, we use the open source QEMU software emula-

tor [5] for instruction set simulation in combination with SystemC since it provides fast

execution of cross-compiled target code due to an advanced dynamic binary translation.

Combined with a fast execution time estimation approach and an efficient synchroniza-

tion scheme, we achieve a much higher simulation speed than cosimulations of SystemC

with a traditional ISS.

In the first refinement levels, the kernel space is abstracted by an abstract RTOS

model. By combining it with user mode QEMU emulations, for each user space task it

can be separately decided whether to be executed natively or to be coexecuted on the

target Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) under QEMU. As such, software task refine-

ment from system level towards firmware is smoothly supported as depicted by Figure

1. The task refinement starts from a) native SystemC and is then refined via b) mixed

user space (i.e., subsets of tasks coexecuting on ISS) to c) the user space emulation

(i.e., all tasks coexecuting on ISS) and finally arriving at d) the full system emulation

including the complete target RTOS kernel and kernel space drivers.

RTOS model

Task1 Task2

RTOS model

Task1 Task2

a) Native SystemC b) Mixed user space c) User space emulation d) Full system emulation

SystemC Target emulator

RTOS model

Task1 Task2

RTOS kernel

Task1 Task2

Fig. 1. RTOS software refinement.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes recent

research in the field of RTOS simulation. Section 3 introduces the concepts of our sim-

ulation environment providing basic concepts of the mixed level simulation. Section 4

underlines the feasibility and efficiency of our mixed level simulation levels with some

experimental results. Finally, Section 5 concludes with a summary.

2 Related Work

We can find several related work in the areas of RTOS simulation and RTOS software

refinement methodologies.

Early work by Hassan et al. [11] outlines a simple RTOS simulation in SystemC,

where specific schedulers can be derived from a basic class. They model processes by

a 1-safe Petri-Net with atomic transitions annotated by time and power consumption.
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Individual state transitions are triggered by the µ-ITRON-OS-based RTOS kernel µ-

Itron via round-robin scheduling, and I/O operations call hardware operations via a bus

functional model. They do not consider interrupt management.

Krause et al. [12] present a tool-based approach for system refinement with RTOS

generation. Stepwise refinement covers abstraction levels from CP (Communicating

Processes) to CA (Cycle Accurate) models. In the context of the PORTOS (POrting

to RTOS) tool, they introduce the mapping of individual SystemC primitives to RTOS

functions. Mapping to different target architectures is implemented by a macro defini-

tion. PORTOS is configured by a XML specification characterizing the individual target

platforms.

Destro et al. [7] introduce a refinement for multi-processor architectures in SystemC

with a mapping from SystemC primitives to POSIX function calls. Starting from func-

tional SystemC, first processor allocation and then HW/SW partitioning are performed.

A final step maps SystemC to a cosimulation of hardware in SystemC and software run-

ning on top of an RTOS. After the mapping hardware threads are executed by a specific

SystemC compliant hardware scheduler.

Posadas et al. [15] have published several articles on RTOS simulation. They intro-

duce concepts of their freely available SystemC RTOS library PERFidiX, which covers

approximately 70% of the POSIX standard. They report a gain in simulation speed w.r.t.

ISS of more than 142 times in one of their first publications, including a 2x overhead in

speed due to their operator overloading.

RTOS simulation with time annotated segments is either based on on a standard

RTOS API, like the previous approach, or an abstract canonical RTOS. Gerstlauer et al.

[9] implemented a canonical RTOS in SpecC. More details of that SpecC library were

outlined by Yu [18], who also introduced an approach for SoC software development

and evaluation of different scheduling algorithms and their impact on HW/SW parti-

tioning in early design phases. Communication between tasks, including interrupts, is

based on events. ISRs are modeled as tasks. Since task scheduling is implemented on

top of the non-preemptive SpecC simulation kernel, simulations may give inaccurate

results, which has most recently been resolved by Schirner and Doemer [16].

However, interrupts are still modeled as high priority tasks and have to apply the

same scheduling algorithm as the software scheduler. Our SystemC RTOS model [19]

follows [9] but overcomes the limited interrupt modeling accuracy by means of provid-

ing dedicated schedulers for tasks and ISRs.

In [3] we additionally proposed a four level RTOS and communication refinement

flow for TLM2.0-based designs comprising our SystemC RTOS model and the QEMU

system emulator for ISS cosimulation. There are some other existing approaches us-

ing QEMU dynamic binary translation for ISS. For instance, the GreenSoCs project

QEMU-SystemC [14] combines SystemC and QEMU in a HW/SW cosimulation by

providing a TLM interface for device driver development of memory mapped SystemC

HW descriptions. In [10] the authors extend the QEMU dynamic binary translation

by an approximate cycle-count estimation for fast performance evaluation in MPSoC

designs. They also consider precise simulation of cache effects in MPSoCs by substi-

tuting the internal memory model of QEMU with an external cache and memory model

in SystemC.
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Some work can be found considering the combination of RTOS models and ISS.

For instance, Krause et al. [13] combined an abstract SystemC RTOS model with the

SimpleScalar ISS for target software evaluation. For this, they provide a virtual pro-

totyping environment that abstracts the scheduling and context switching by their Sys-

temC RTOS model whereas the residual software parts keep running on the cosimulated

SimpleScalar ISS.

3 RTOS Simulation Environment

We introduce a mixed level RTOS-aware cosimulation environment with a refinement

from an abstract RTOS model towards a cycle-accurate simulation of the instruction set

on the basis of a per-task refinement, i.e., an independent refinement of each applica-

tion task from the abstract description in SystemC towards a target-specific firmware

binary. At the same time, the refinement of abstract RTOS services to the target RTOS

is provided by a stepwise migration of RTOS primitives like task scheduling, I/O, and

task communication from the abstract RTOS model to user mode emulation. Finally,

the abstracted kernel is seamlessly replaced by the kernel of the target operating system

in order to run a full system cosimulation.
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Fig. 2. Mixed level simulation by QEMU task wrapper.

For mixed level cosimulation, we combine our in-house SystemC aRTOS library

with the QEMU emulator at the system call interface. The abstract RTOS model ab-

stracts the kernel space whereas QEMU emulates user space on an instruction and reg-

ister accurate CPU abstraction. For this, each software task is wrapped into its own

QEMU user mode emulator under control of an SC T HREAD.
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Since QEMU has no notion of an execution time, we use a dynamic estimation ap-

proach for cycle-approximation during binary translation. Execution time estimation of

each task is considered by the SystemC aRTOS model as a delay annotation for its rep-

resenting SC T HREAD. Then, the QEMU execution is synchronized along the RTOS

scheduling policy. In order to reduce the synchronization overhead due to cosimulation,

context switching and task preemption is abstracted in the aRTOS model by means of

an efficient synchronization scheme that still provides precise interrupt simulation.

Figure 2 depicts our mixed level cosimulation environment with non-native tasks

connected with native tasks together for a common RTOS model in SystemC. For this,

each non-native task is wrapped by a QEMU wrapper module providing interfaces to

the RTOS model and SystemC HW models. The QEMU wrapper provides the synchro-

nization with the RTOS model by means of task execution control, system call han-

dling, and I/O via TLM-interfaced HW models. The core of the QEMU wrapper is the

SC T HREAD that controls the main execution loop of a QEMU CPU. Execution delays

are estimated during binary translation and used for the synchronization by calling the

RTOS model sync() function invoking a call to the aRTOS CONSUME CPU T IME()
function to define a task’s execution time.

3.1 Dynamic Binary Translation

A suitable simulation model always has to consider the trade-off between accuracy and

performance. Sometimes fast simulation is more important than cycle-true accuracy.

This is especially during the early design phase of a complex system with a bunch of

CPUs. Thus, we postpone the use of traditional cycle-accurate CPU models to a later

refinement step since their use results in a slowdown in runtime by several orders of

magnitude. Instead, we use QEMU as an instruction and register accurate abstraction

of the target CPU to trade-off some accuracy for performance gain.

QEMU is a software emulator which is based on a dynamic binary translation for

efficient conversion of a target Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) into a host ISA with

the support of multiple platforms, e.g., ARM, PowerPC, MIPS, or Microblaze. The

effort of porting QEMU to new target and host platforms is minimized by means of

mapping instructions to an intermediate code, i.e., a canonical set of micro operations.

For the binary translation, target code is considered on Basic Block (BB) level,

i.e., linear code segments until a final branch instruction. QEMU uses a dynamic code

generator to translate BBs at run-time by means of concatenating precompiled host

code segments. For faster execution, Translated Basic Blocks (TB) are stored in a TB

cache. Then, the major translation effort is just chaining TBs from cache and patching

the instruction operands.

Dynamic binary translation is widely used in a variety of hardware virtualization

tools, e.g., Bochs or Sun’s VirtualBox. However, QEMU supersedes them and combines

some unique features that makes it particularly applicable for our purpose. In general,

QEMU can operate in two system modes: user mode and full system mode. The user

mode supports user space emulation of a single task on top of a Linux process. The

full system mode includes an entire target platform with I/O and kernel space for an

operating system and driver execution.
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3.2 Dynamic Execution Time Estimation

Instruction Set Simulators are widely used to estimate target SW performance in a vir-

tual prototyping environment. ISS can be either cycle-accurate by using CPU models

on Register Transfer Level (RTL) or they can be instruction accurate by using an in-

terpretive simulator. In contrast, QEMU uses binary translation avoiding cycle-accurate

CPU models and interpretive execution.

As we can reach significantly higher simulation speeds with the binary translation

compared to cycle-accurate ISS models, we do not aim at a cycle-true accuracy. Since

QEMU does not provide execution times for the executed code, following the concepts

of [10], we extended QEMU by an efficient dynamic estimation approach for cycle-

approximate timed execution.

The estimation approach is tightly related to the binary translation. It comprises

two levels. In the first phase, each time QEMU encounters a new BB, a static timing

analysis of the target code is performed. For this, cycle count values are accumulated

for each BB during binary translation. Cycle count values per instruction can be derived

from either the CPU specification or by means of estimating average values. In order

to reduce the error of dynamic instruction delays, e.g., due to branch misprediction or

cache misses, special code can be inserted at the cost of an increased overhead to resolve

the error during execution by means of accumulating some extra amount of cycles.

Obviously, the accuracy and efficiency of the estimation approach depends on the

complexity of the target platform. In order to achieve predictable systems, most em-

bedded platforms use simple RISC CPUs and avoid multi-staged pipelines with caches.

Thus, accumulating a static amount of cycles per instruction is a reasonable abstraction

to avoid complex and time-consuming cycle-accurate CPU models.

3.3 Inter-task Communication and I/O

Modern CPUs with RTOS provide several ways for tasks to communicate with their

environment, e.g., inter-task communication via kernel primitives or shared memory

access. I/O devices can be accessed via memory mapping, i.e., I/O registers connected

to a CPU bus are mapped into the CPU address space. Some CPUs also provide special

operations for direct access to I/O ports.

Our cosimulation environment supports mixed level task simulation, i.e., cosimu-

lated ISS tasks coexecute together with native tasks on top of a SystemC aRTOS model.

For task communication support, we need to define data exchange interfaces between

the different simulation models. Exchanging data via kernel space primitives is covered

by the syscall translator since each kernel communication invokes a call to the system

call interface. Here, we catch system calls from user mode that are passed through by

the QEMU by translating the Application Binary Interface (ABI) specific calls from

user mode emulation and mapping them to the aRTOS model API.

Communication via shared memory is either provided at compile-time or dynam-

ically using a kernel API. The memory access itself is performed via simple memory

operations in user mode. Thus, we must provide a mechanism to redirect shared mem-

ory access to a common memory model in order to synchronize shared data between

SystemC tasks and QEMU tasks. QEMU provides an API to add memory-mapped I/O
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(MMIO) in order to interface HW models written in C. This feature allows to include

shared memory models that can be accessed from within QEMU and also from Sys-

temC.

Task I/O can be realized in a similar way. For MMIO, hardware models can be

connected via a memory-mapped TLM transactor using the same mechanism as for

shared memory simulation. Communication via I/O port accessing CPU operations can

be caught and redirected to the TLM transactor via function calls that are inserted during

the binary code translation.

3.4 Synchronization and Task Preemption

Precise simulation of interrupts and task preemption is crucial for a sufficient accuracy

with respect to the sequence of data accesses and response times analysis. The simula-

tion of an aRTOS model and user space emulation need to be synchronized from time

to time since this is the only possibility to yield over control to the RTOS kernel thus

allowing the scheduler to preempt task execution. Hence, task preemption granularity

is tightly related to the synchronization scheme used by the cosimulation.

Since lock-step synchronization is usually a major reason for performance decrease

in cosimulation, we partition the software code of a task into more coarse-grained seg-

ments for their timing annotation. For this, we apply our causality-true preemption

scheme[4] that is comparable to the approach described in [17]. It abstracts the real

preemptive behavior by enforcing a synchronization only for a task interaction, e.g.,

system calls, I/O, and shared memory access. Thus, the functional execution of a task

can only be preempted at interaction points. The estimated execution time between two

interaction points is considered in the RTOS model by means of a cycle delay annota-

tion.

This is extremely efficient in combination with the dynamic estimation approach

described in Section 3.2 since multiple TBs can be comprised in one execution seg-

ment and TB time estimations can be accumulated to a single delay annotation. In the

case that all task interaction can be detected during simulation, the application of our

synchronization scheme does not influence the causal order in their execution.

QEMU supports two execution modes. In single-step mode, QEMU returns from

its execution loop after each target instruction to check whether there are pending in-

terrupts to be handled. In default mode, interrupts are asynchronously triggered and

QEMU checks for interrupts only at TB level. This is much more efficient due to the

internal TB caching. Along our synchronization scheme, interrupts must be checked

before task interaction. Thus, the BB translation must be extended in order to ensure

interaction points to be always on the border of a TB. For this, we modified QEMU to

finish a TB not only at branch instructions (which is the common understanding of a

basic block) but also when an interaction is detected.

Figure 3 compares the different levels of functional segmentation for delay anno-

tated simulation including our modified TB level denoted as TB*. The difference be-

tween BB and TB* levels is that there are additional cuts whenever there is a task

communication. These cuts refer to a synchronization between the ISS and the RTOS

model so that all TBs in between are comprised to a single execution segment.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of functional segmentation levels.

Basically, interaction detection is covered by the task communication interfaces de-

scribed in Section 3.3. Nevertheless, BB translation cannot distinguish between mem-

ory operations referring to a memory register and those referring to a I/O register since

it depends on the instruction operands that are updated during TB chaining. Therefore,

as our modified BB translator has no detailed knowledge about I/O, it pessimistically

cuts a TB at each memory operation in order to maintain full interrupt accuracy. This

may result in a performance decrease due to less efficient TB caching. However, in

system level design the system communication is explicitly modeled and refined in a

top-down strategy. As such I/O can be derived from a more abstract model to expose

potential I/O operations to the BB translation (see Figure 4).
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Fig. 4. Modified basic block translation (adapted from [10]).

In order to obtain accurate output for scheduling analysis, the aRTOS model uses

an interruptible wait algorithm to hide the abstracted preemption behavior. For this, the

delay annotation of a segment is split according to the scheduling policy considering

the true preemption behavior on a real target, i.e., true number of preemptions, true

preemption point in time, and also the true context switching overhead.
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4 Experimental Results

In order to show the feasibility and efficiency of our approach, we applied our simu-

lation environment to the stepwise refinement of an example composed of two com-

putation intensive software tasks running at 100% utilization of the processor. Task 1

iteratively computes prime numbers. Task 2 recursively computes faculties of n. The

task set is scheduled by a fixed priority scheduler and their execution is synchronized

through kernel signals.

Along the refinement introduced in Section 1, we executed several experiments (see

Table 1). The first experiment executes the example on top of a native SystemC sim-

ulation using our SystemC RTOS library aRTOS. For this, the application C code is

wrapped by SC T HREADs. For functional segmentation and time annotation, the code

is instrumented with preprocessor macros at the branch level. Thus, a task’s execu-

tion time is considered by means of dynamically accumulating back annotated delays

during simulation. According to our synchronization scheme a task yields control to the

RTOS model at interaction points. For this, some special macros additionally invoke the

function which defines the time delay (CONSUME CPU T IME) which also enforces

a synchronization with aRTOS and the SystemC kernel.

The next experiment runs the software tasks in a mixed level cosimulation accord-

ing to the mixed level environment introduced in Chapter 3. For this, Task 2 is cross

compiled for a PowerPC405 to be executed in our QEMU user mode wrapper. Task 1

remains as a native SystemC thread. At this level the mixed level task set is scheduled

by the common aRTOS scheduler in SystemC. In the next step, both tasks are executed

in their own QEMU user mode wrapper. The RTOS kernel is still abstract and tasks

are scheduled by aRTOS. On the next level, we completely replace aRTOS by full sys-

tem mode QEMU in order to introduce the actual RTOS kernel. For this, we took our

in-house real-time operating system ORCOS[2].

So far, all levels apply our causality-true preemption scheme synchronizing at in-

teraction points since it allows us to operate QEMU in the very efficient TB execution

mode in order to take full advantage of the binary translation. In system mode, we

switch to single instruction mode in order to achieve full interrupt accuracy. At this

level, we do not cosimulate any hardware models except the ones that are provided by

the QEMU full system emulator. Finally, we coupled the QEMU system emulator with

a SystemC kernel for the cosimulation with SystemC HW models. For this, we syn-

chronize with the SystemC kernel after each emulated target instruction by a SystemC

wait() statement.

The experiments were performed on an Intel Core 2 Quad CPU @ 2.4 GHz equipped

with 6 GB memory. The target code was built with the GCC 4.4 PowerPC EABI cross

compiler. We adopted the QEMU user mode and system mode emulators from the

QEMU 0.12.1 release. Each application task was activated 1.000.000 times. The ex-

periments were compared by means of the task output and simulation overhead. Our

experiments showed that the task output was equal for all refinement levels thus prov-

ing a functional correct simulation. Figure 5 depicts the simulation overhead which we

have measured at the different refinement levels.

The plain aRTOS SystemC model required the lowest overhead with just 5.6 sec-

onds for all task activations. Surprisingly, it turned out that migrating the application
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Level Description Sim. time

aRTOS All tasks@SystemC w. aRTOS 5.6s

Mixed tasks Task1@SystemC/Task2@QEMU user mode w. aRTOS 7.6s

Qemu user All tasks@QEMU user mode w. aRTOS 9.2s

Qemu system ORCOS@QEMU full system mode 51.6s

QS cosim. ORCOS@QEMU full system mode w. SystemC cosim. 1472.2s

Table 1. Experiments according to the refinement of the example application.
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Fig. 5. Simulation overhead increase at different refinement levels.

tasks from aRTOS to QEMU user mode, resulted in a slowdown of just 1.5x for one of

the tasks being executed on QEMU and 2x for both tasks, respectively. This is extremely

fast since traditional ISS approaches usually come with a slowdown of 4000x-40000x

[19] compared to native executed simulation C code. Our experiments also showed that

the slowdown of the QEMU execution is nearly linear to the utilization produced by the

task set moved to user mode emulation. Thus, using our mixed simulation environment

the simulation effort can be considerably reduced when simulating just a subset of tasks

on QEMU.

Furthermore, the experiments showed that our mixed level simulation reaches a

performance gain of 5.5-6.8x compared to the execution of ORCOS on the QEMU full

system emulator and 150-200x compared to the cosimulation of QEMU full system

emulator with SystemC, respectively. However, since CPU idle times are abstracted by

aRTOS, we expect the performance gain to be even higher with a utilization of less than

100% which is the typical case in hard real-time scheduling. For instance, the worst-

case CPU utilization of a task set scheduled by Rate Monotonic must not exceed 69%

in order to be feasible [6]. Thus, the average utilization is typically lower.

5 Conclusion

In this article, we presented an approach for the stepwise RTOS-aware refinement of

software tasks by means of a mixed level simulation combining the native speed of
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an abstract SystemC RTOS model and the advantage of the QEMU software emula-

tor. For mixed level simulation, each task can be moved between host-compiled code

and cross-compiled target code. Our experimental results show that user mode QEMU

with integrated abstract RTOS simulation is a most efficient intermediate step for the

migration of native SystemC models to full system emulation and ISS, respectively.

In this context, we can take full advantage of QEMU’s efficient binary translation

in combination with abstract RTOS simulation. As it makes simulation by several mag-

nitudes faster than traditional ISS, this technology is well applicable for early design

phases. Additionally, it provides an ideal intermediate refinement level to smoothly mi-

grate from the introduction of abstract RTOS calls to full system calls of the target

RTOS or OS, respectively. Future work will focus on further investigation for the cor-

respondence of the system calls between those levels to increase the automation of the

refinement.
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